
Drape Poufs & Ottoman 
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Drapè is a set of upholstered ottomans 
covered in leather or costumer’s fabric with 
metal base. They are available in different 
shapes and sizes to suite different needs.  

The great variety of leathers and fabrics as 
well as of dimensions permits to create 
different solutions in order to satisfy the 
needs of every customer and to adapt to 
different environments.  

It is a product ideally suited for living spaces 
and waiting areas in the workplace to offer a 
comfortable and extremely elegant seat for 
both guests and clients. 
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BD 71

BD 71 is a sophisticated low round 
upholstered ottoman with metal base 
that can be covered with leather of 
fabric.
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BD 72

BD 72 is the Drape Ottoman in the 
rectangular version, to be used 
individually or in combination with 
other ottomans of the collection to 
furnish elegant environments.
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BD 73

BD 73 is the square ottoman of the 
Drape collection, offering a 
comfortable yet extremely elegant 
solution.
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BD 74

BD 74 is a high round ottoman 
covered with leather or fabric.
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Finishes

Leathers 

Our leathers are divided up into  three categories and each type  has 
distinctive qualities in terms  of its texture and appearance. All  our leathers, 
ranging from Nubuck  or Swing to Pixel leathers, share  the same sensory 
pleasure to the touch and respect our usual attention to the selection of finest 
materials. The special surfaces  and the wide colors range of our leathers 
allow the creation of unique furnishings that elegantly adapt to any project. 
The choice of precious leathers turns our products into distinctive and  
comfortable pieces: an invitation to touch their extraordinary  surfaces and to 
perceive the  extreme softness and refinement  of our carefully selected 
materials. 
_ 
Actual products colors may  vary from colors shown due to  the manual 
production process, finishing and the nature of the material itself. 
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Finishes
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Shiny Velvets 

or our upholstered collection,  we introduced a 
selection of smooth velvets to offer an extremely 
refined alternative to standard fabrics. Warm 
and soft at the same time, velvet is the perfect 
solution for sophisticated environments where 
the richness of materials characterizes the 
products surface and create a pleasant and 
welcoming atmosphere. The possibility to  
choose among different colors combines with 
the bright and  
intense effect of the velvet: a refined choice for 
the most demanding clients. The distinctive 
velvet feel and texture give a new look to our 
collections maintaining our high standard of 
quality unchanged. 
_ 
Actual products colors may  vary from colors 
shown due to the manual production process, 
finishing and the nature of the material itself. 

Finishes
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Matte Velvets 

The range of pure cotton mat  velvets boasts 
not only accurate  color selection but also 
excellent  technical characteristics and  
performance that make them perfect for both 
private and contract use. The softness of the 
hand and the technical characteristics of the 
fabric are suitable for use on our upholstered 
furniture both on smooth or pleated 
coverings. 
_ 
Actual products colors may  vary from colors 
shown due to the manual production process,  
finishing and the nature of the material itself. 

Finishes
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